Bradshaw Medical (BMI) gives you the competitive edge in today’s highly specialized design and development of OEM orthopedic and spinal instruments. We manufacture world-class instruments to meet your most demanding requirements. Our team is ready to work closely with your staff in providing solutions to the challenges of today’s highly competitive marketplace. We have the Experience, Vision, and State of the Art R&D manufacturing capabilities to be able to develop innovative instruments in time for your next critical product launch.

Our goal is that our business decisions portray durability, trustworthiness, longevity, superiority and accountability.

We strive to achieve the extraordinary with our products and services through the continuous improvement you would expect from a market leader.

We make positive, lasting impressions by caring for OEMs, individuals, doctors and nurses.

These are the core values that make Bradshaw Medical the measure in orthopedic and spinal instrumentation. They are the foundation for company accountability and for achievements throughout our company. Each of these business characteristics is of equal importance and together they represent the key to our ongoing success. Any of these without the others will ultimately lead to customer dissatisfaction. When all are achieved on a consistent basis, our businesses will flourish, leading to significant growth year after year.

“Surround yourself with the most talented individuals that you can find. Focus on those that possess the people skills necessary to achieve challenging goals.”

-Guy Bradshaw, CEO

Featured Instrumentation

Our Dr. Toolz® Universal Spine Screw Extraction Systems will provide you with all of the instrumentation you will need for your next product launch, including:

* BMI overmolded silicone handles for comfort and performance
* Internal adapter technology on instrumentation
* Non-Ratcheting and Ratcheting capabilities
* Space for additional bits
* In-house design assistance for custom branding/imprinting needs

In addition, all sets have passed sterilization and cleaning validation testing.
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Bits and Instrumentation:

- Drivers
  - Hex
  - Hexalobe
  - Trephines
  - Square
  - Cruciform
  - Metric & Standard

- Extensions
- Wrenches (available in Lumbar kit)
- Rod Grippers
- Vice Grippers
- Total Control™ Counter Torque Wrench

A large assortment of female and male extractors.
- Total Control™ Ratcheting Screwdriver
- Non-Ratcheting Drivers

Kits can be 100% customized including private branding.

Drivers include:
- Metric
- Standard
- Square
- Hex
- Hexalobe
- Trephines
- Cruciform

Many of the instruments feature our Comfort Grip™ Silicone Insert Pads for performance.

This screw extraction set was designed to assist in fastener removal. It contains a number of bits that cover the majority of drive configurations used for fasteners found in spinal implants. Several generic instruments are also contained in the set to enhance user experience.
For additional details:
Call Us Toll Free: (877) 201-7661
or Visit Us Online:
www.bradshaw-medical.com

*Available with or without interchangeable tips.
*Available with or without overmolding.
*Available with or without PVDF Coating.
*Available in a wide variety of diameters, lengths, and colors.

Double Action Lumbar Rod Gripper
Double Action Cervical Rod Gripper

French Rod Bender
Slimline Rod Gripper

Position locking capability and unique ergonomic silicone handles. Available in all spinal rod diameters.
Unique enclosed tip geometry ensures maximum surface contact in all spinal rod applications. Tip configurations available as open, closed, serrated, non-serrated, or any custom tip geometry required.

Designed to reduce weight and outperform competitor’s versions. Available with silicone handle inserts. Custom Configurations ø4.75mm, ø5.50mm, ø6.35mm

Tabletop Rod Cutter with extendable handle for increased leverage.

Tabletop Rod Cutter with extendable handle for increased leverage. Fits in the palm of your hand and features 60% silicone inserts for comfort and performance. Cuts up to 4.5mm rods.

Available with or without overmolding.

Flexible rod benders
Position locking capability and unique ergonomic silicone handles. Available in all spinal rod diameters.

French Rod Benders

Position locking capability and unique ergonomic silicone handles. Available in all spinal rod diameters.

Tabletop Rod Cutter with extendable handle for increased leverage. Fits in the palm of your hand and features 60% silicone inserts for comfort and performance. Cuts up to 4.5mm rods.

Available with or without overmolding.

Spinal Instrumentation

With the vast majority of our OEM customers serving the spinal community, we specialize in this niche marketplace and have made it our goal to bring you the most innovative instruments available today.
Comfort Grip™ Handles

WIDEST SELECTION IN THE INDUSTRY TODAY!

All handles can be molded in any customer-requested Pantone® color.
- Custom silicone durometers (harder/softer) available upon request.
- Most handles available with an optional SST impactor cap.
- Most handles accommodate both ratcheting and torque limiting mechanisms.
- All our silicone handles and standard instruments are designed to conform dimensionally and fit your existing cases and trays.
- Modular molding technology available for select handle grip designs, expanding your customization options.
- All handles may be cannulated.

GHOST GRIP™
- Radiolucent to ensure handles do not obstruct X-Rays and imaging
- Ideal for MIS applications
- 30-50% lighter than standard stainless steel and aluminium cored silicone handles
- Improves instrument balance and reduces surgeon fatigue

Polycarbonate Logo Inserts
Multi-Color Comfort Grip® silicone over molded handles

Standard Axial  Medium Axial  Mini Axial  Micro Axial

Standard Tri-lobe  Mini Tri-lobe  Fused Tri-lobe  Standard Tri-lobe

Extreme  Scalloped  Slideline  Paddle

Large Dysew with Impact  Dysew Standard with Impact  Mini Dysew with Impact Various Lengths Available

Primal Fixed  Primal  Vulcan  Short Vulcan with Impact

Stubby  Comfort T  Fixed Slim T  Slim T

Fixed Standard T  Standard T  Fixed Prodigy T  Prodigy T  Short T  Fixed Primal T  Primal T

Rule #1: If we don’t take care of our customers, someone else will.
INNOVATION NOT IMITATION

If your instrumentation application does not require a ratcheting or torque mechanism, we offer a wide variety of industry standard and custom Non-Ratcheting or Fixed Comfort-Grip™ Silicone Handles. Each is equipped with our revolutionary true Zero-Play Adapters which virtually eliminate all toggle at the interface of your male shaft end and our female adapter locking connection. We also offer these Non-Ratching Fixed Handle versions in stainless steel, radel, and phenolic composite materials.
Total Control™ Torque Limiting Drivers

- Raising the bar in orthopedic and spinal instrumentation
- Accuracy and repeatability under the most demanding surgical conditions
- Unique drive mechanism eliminates reverse torque action upon reaching peak
- Individually serialized for ease of traceability and recalibration cycles
- All Total Control™ torque limiting wrenches are guaranteed to be within +/- 5% of the customer specified torque setting

THE “ORIGINAL” TOTAL CONTROL™ “TORQUE LIMITING RATCHET DRIVERS” AN INDUSTRY FIRST!

- Two instruments in one, the world’s most precise ratcheting mechanism combined with torque limiting capabilities, an industry first.
- Eliminates the need for switching between instruments allowing screws to be ratcheted/tightened into place and torqued to customer specified preset torque requirement.
- Prevents potential over-tightening of screws which can occur with standard ratcheting handles.
- Reduces space required in instrument trays and reduces overall weight concerns in sets.
- Reduces surgeon fatigue by combining the unique 2-in-1 mechanism.
- Available in a wide variety of handle configurations and desired materials - silicone, aluminium - anodized, or stainless steel.

If you desire the very best in this revolutionary instrument technology, contact the “original” development team here at Bradshaw Medical to discuss your specific application(s).
Bone Awls, Probes and Sounders

Bone Awls
Available in a wide variety of tip configurations, both standard and custom, in the highest quality grades of stainless steel to meet your most demanding requirements in the field.

Bone Awl Palm Handle With Impactor Cap ø.050” Diamond Point

Probes
Featuring straight, curved, Lenke-style, or custom tips with TiN or other plating options and laser marked.

Sounders
Featuring single piece, surgical stainless steel construction eliminating problems associated with welded junctions and ensures superior strength and integrity. Tips available as straight, curved, or bent. Different ball size tips are also available.

Curved

Straight

90° Bend

“IF WE DON’T TAKE CARE OF OUR CUSTOMERS, SOMEONE ELSE WILL.”

There resides a great pride within our company in providing you with top notch orthopedic and spinal instrumentation.

We invite you to contact us at the earliest concept phase to ensure a seamless transition from prototype through production. Our knowledgeable staff has over 25-years of industry experience and is available at all developmental stages to ensure you receive the support that you deserve.

We genuinely care about each and every customer and strive to respond to your requests within 24-48 hours. We understand the importance in meeting your critical launches and we are here to support all of your requirements.

Feel free to contact us with comments, questions or concerns- Toll Free: (877) 201-7661 or visit www.bradshaw-medical.com

Follow us on Twitter for product announcements and industry news.

"CUSTOMER SERVICE"
"MACHINING"
"POLISHING"
"QUALITY CONTROL"
Rule #1: If we don’t take care of our customers, someone else will.